WE DESIGN. WE MANUFACTURE. WE DELIVER.

WE DESIGN

From design to prototype to volume production, we have the expertise to get you the optimal design for your application.

- Global Network of Engineers – from Simple Objective Lenses to Multi-Element Systems
- Each Design Evaluated with Knowledge of Manufacturing, Tolerancing and Integration

WE MANUFACTURE

EO’s TECHSPEC® Components, supported by prescription data and 3D models, are the perfect solution for OEM applications.

- Cost Effective Solutions for Volume Production Including Modifications and Custom Designs
- On-site Manufacturing and Assembly

WE DELIVER

Over 800 different imaging optics available in volume – we have what you need, when you need it!

- 200 TECHSPEC® Lens Designs – Best Choice for Volume
- Strategic Distribution and Inventory of Industry Leading Brands and Accessories
IMAGING SOLUTIONS

APPLICATIONS
- Gauging and Metrology
- OCR and OCV
- Web Inspection
- In-Line Inspection
- Bar Code and Data Matrix
- Color Measurement & Sorting
- Quality Control Analysis
- Microscopy

MARKETS
- Automotive
- Aerospace
- Food and Beverage
- Electronic Equipment
- Semiconductor
- Biotech/Pharmaceutical
- Packaging and Printing
- Solar/Photovoltaic
- Manufacturing
- Lab Automation
- Security and Surveillance

PRODUCT EXPERTISE
- Optics
- Illumination
- Cameras
- Hardware and Software
- Filters
- Mounting and Fixturing
WE MAKE INTEGRATION EASY

☐ Direct Access to Edmund Optics Imaging and Optical Design Experts
☐ Select Network of Regionalized VIPs
☐ Onsite System Integration and Demonstration
☐ Complete Turnkey Solutions

Machine Vision Integration Partners (VIP) – the reliability you need, the quality you expect, full vision integration services. At the beginning of your vision integration project, contact Edmund Optics®. Together with our network of vision integration partners, we take the worry and guess work out of designing and implementing machine vision solutions.

Contact us today to connect with a VIP or to learn more about the program!
WWW.EDMUNDOPTICS.COM/VIP
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Contact us for a Volume Quote Today!

USA:  +1-856-547-3488   ASIA:  +65 6273 6644
EUROPE:  +44 (0) 1904 788600   JAPAN:  +81-3-5800-4751